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Traditional settlement and architecture contain profound historical and cultural 
deposits. In addition to reflecting forefather’s great achievements in art of 
construction and concept of design, they are also the witness of historical events and 
the rest of people's beliefs and feelings. However, with the regional economic rapid 
development, traditional settlement and architecture linger on in the attack of various 
interests and conflicts. Fujian Tulou, as the only one of large-scale civilian residence 
of clay ramming in the world, also faces various problems: no one caring, being left to 
themselves and destructed in disasters; undergoing covered extinction in the wave of 
new rural construction; the spirit dead and the body left under tourism development, 
and so on. Do so many and so large Tulous have potential for use except Tulou groups 
and Tulou monomer on the list of world heritage? Under this background and in 
organic renewal theory and practice, the article sought the way to “adaptive reuse” of 
Tulou space in the sight of global and developed perspective.  
    The topic takes Meilin ancient town as a research object. It explores the 
strategies of renewal of the ancient town and rebuilding of Tulou monomer combined 
with principles and methods of organic theory and Organic Renewal. Thereby, the 
main parts of this article include:   
The first part presents the background, the contents and scope, purpose and 
significance, related concept and the method and framework of research. 
The second part starts from philosophy related with organic and architectural 
theory, and explores the main contents of Organic Renewal theory, including essence 
of Organic Renewal, spatial expression and tactics of Organic Renewal; then sums up 
some principles and methods of organic renewal of traditional settlement and 
architecture based on related examples. 
The third part mainly studies on Tulou settlement based on a case study of Meilin 
ancient town, including location and natural environment of Meilin, history and 
















architectural feature; then makes a valuation analysis of the settlement and 
architecture in Meilin ancient town. 
The fourth part is practical part, and studies on settlement and architecture 
renewal in Meilin ancient town combining Organic Renewal theory with 
characteristics of Meilin ancient town.  
The ending is conclusion of organic renewal in Tulou. 
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